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Abstract of MANAGING OPERATIONAL INTELLIGENCE OVERLOAD: GUIDELINES FOR AVOIDING DECISION PARALYSIS
This paper presents guidelines to help the operational commander reduce the risk of intelligence overload which causes delays in making decisions.
A brief review of history shows that technological advancements have increased the reliability and usefulness of intelligence. But technology has not replaced the human factor in intelligence work and command.
In fact, technology is not a panacea. Instead, developments may actually contribute to intelligence overload.
Additionally, certain factors in today's military planning and execution environment increase the risk of overload.
Therefore, practical, management-oriented guidelines are presented which highlight the human factor and emphasize command, not dependence on technology.
Aces A,,,on ror One of the more controversial areas of intelligence concerns its relationship with "operations." Traditionally operations has primacy over intelligence, though this is not necessarily a correct oi even efficient relationship. Because intelligence is a supportive element should not imply its role is secondary or unimportant. 7 The integration process can be difficult but its necessary for decreasing overload.
Consider Besides the above, other conditions can cause overload.
Operations and intelligence may not be communicating and coordinating enough. In this instance, intelligence production is not based on current operations so it lacks clarity because of a disconnect with mission changes. The limits of intelligence concern human nature.
Estimates can be infused with the personalities, experiences, biases and often hidden agendas of analysts. 9 The result is that even the best collection, analysis and interpretation is constrained and imperfect. To help the operational commander, eight guidelines were presented and discussed. They are common sense based, management oriented and highlight the criticality of leadership.
Recommendations
As we continue developing more highly sophisticated and complex military support and weapon systems, the problem of managing intelligence will remain and perhaps increase.
Therefore, the following recommendations are made. Third, the intelligence community should educate intelligence professionals about the overload problem. With improved education and training, intelligence officers will be able to assist by training and educating the commander if necessary end by implementing procedures to detect and reduce overload.
Fourth, this problem must be studied further and in greater depth. This will help generate more literature that offers practical advice which commanders need if that are expected to effectively manage increasing amounts of intelligence.
